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General Purposes 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODlJCTION 
This stud7 was made to analyze and to evaluate the 
recommendations of the Treatment Conferences held b7 the 
Children's Division of the Dr. Patrick I. O'Rourke Children's 
recommendations which the writer has followed through to find 
whether or not treatment was successfUlly carried out. In the 
chapter on the history ot the Treatment Conferences, a defini-
tion ot 11 treatment11 will be explained in order to allow better' 
- -
understanding ot the term used in this study. The study will 
be based on tort7-seven cases still active in the tiles of the • 
Children's Division. The writer will endeavor to find the 
answers to the following general questions: What do the find-
ings indicate about the value ot the Treatment Conferences! 
What expectation would we consider a Just appraisal ot success~1 
.ful treatment recommendations! What were the telling factors 
in the successfUl recommendationf in the unsuccessfUl recom• 
mendations t Row important a role did the social worker con-
tribute to the success of these reeommendationsf Where can 
the emphasis be 1n regard to recommendations of tuture 
1 
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conferences? 
Since all or these recommendations involve directly or 
indirectly the return of' the child into a home situation, the 
writer will show how many children were suecess.t'ully placed in •· 
some type ot home situation and reasons wh7 thia was not 
poasible in the other situations. 
Scope of' Studz 
The scope ot study will include forty-seven cases pre-
sented at the Treatment Conference during the year 1950. This 
number and these particular cases were chosen trom a total ot 
eighty cases presented at the conference during this period. 
These torty-seven were selected because of the definiteness otl 
their recommen~tions and also that they were representative 
ot the total recommendations. The ty.pe ot recommendations 
which were chosen are typical of' those disClll&ed and meted out 
in every Treatment Conference. This number was also necessary 
in order to include the diversity ot recommendations relative 
to planning in the treatment ot the child. However, this does 
not mean that onl7 f'orty•seven children were af'tected since in:, ,, 
some instances six children were discussed, but not necessar!qi, 
included, in the recommendation. To state the definite number j, 
' 
of' children included in the tort'f-aeven cases is not necess4l"11 
since this study is concerned with the recommendations and 
their results, regardless of' the number of' children af'tected 
b7 each reoollll18ndation. It IIDlst also be pointed out that this 
study included only those children that were in residence 
2 
I! II 
II ~t-
1' the Children' a Center 111hen their cases were given the atten-
[ tion ot the Treatment Conference, and not those in foster 
homes or any other home. 
ii 3 
~ ~--,~ .· 
Sources ot Data 
i' Treatment Conference Minutes were used to select the 1 
I 
cases wanted. 'l'he sul!!!!!!!ry by the social worker plus the recom~ 
I 
mendations were extracted trom these minutes. 'l'he follow-up 
ot these recommendations was obtained trom the social case 
recorda on tile. In many ot the oases the writer obtained 
additional data from the social workers, especially in those 
cases presented tor conference during the latter halt ot the 
study period. 
Method ot Procedare 
In this study the writer obtained the total number ot 
recommendations trom the forty-seven cases presented at the 
Treatment Conference and classified these into five main cate- , 
gories. Each category 1s distinct in itself, although related 
1 
in some way to the others. It was necessary to have sub-divi-
sions under each category to differentiate the specific recom- . 
' 
mendations trom each other. l.t this point studies ot the case I; 
record were made to see it these recommendations were fultil~ 
In case ot incomplete data the social workers assigned to the [! 
I :::e:::i::n:~::: e:~:::c:,:::r:a:~:: ::o~i~::· r:l~: :: I, 
tained, as tar as such results could be ascertained. 'l'he tac• 
tors which limited a complete ascertainment ot results will be 
explained later. 
CHAl'TER II 
Laws and Policies 
This chapter will desCl'ibe \he laws and policies which 
gave existence to and which govern the Rhode Island Children's 
Center and the Children's Division. In 1882 a committee en-
deavoring to establish an institution tor dependent and : 
neglected children under the custody of the state recollllll8ndeda li 
The establishment of an institution which shall 11 
be both a school and a home, entirely separate from 
all association with any places of a penal or pauper 
character, to which no stigma of arrest, conviction, 
sentence or previous misconduct shall be attached and 
where under favorable cirOUDIStances the attempt shall 
be made to educate such children 1nto virtuous, salt 
respeft1ng, and self supporting manhood and woman-
hood. 
i: Here was stated the purpose of the need tor the establish1i 
ment of such an institution. In 1885 the institution became · 
known as the State Home and School. However, since July, 1948, 
by a deCl'ee ot the General .lssembly, the State Home and School 
was changed to the Dr. Patrick I. O'Rourke Children's Center. 
The original purpose was written 1nto the law in 1885 and 
restated 1n the many changes ot the law. 
The control and maintenance of the State Home 
and School tor dependent and neglected children 
shall be vested 1n the Bureau of Children's Care, 
ot the Division of Social Security, within the 
Department ot Public Welfare. Said school shall 
1 Henry J. O~epeau, R.I.s AHistorz of Child Welfare 
Plannipt· A Dissertation, CathQlic university, SChOol ot $ocla1 ork, 1941. p. 47-50. 
" ii 
!I 
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' 
I 
be known as the State Home and School. The said 
bureau shall establish a system of government for 
the institution, and shall make all necessary rules 
and regulations for imparting instru~tion, and for 
the proper training of the children. 
I' 
I' 
,, 5 
The law indicated that the responsibility for the control ' 
and maintenance of the institution shall be vested in the 
Bureau of Children's Care since it was formerly the responsi-
bility of the Department of Education as stated in laws of 
1885. The said "bureau" was later changed to "children's ser- ,. 
. . . 
vices", and is now known as the "Children's Division", which 
-
title the writer will refer to. 
Said bureau shall receive, in accordance with 
the rules by it established, such children as may 
be declared vagrant, truant, neglected or dependent 
on the public for support, as provided in this chap-
ter, who are under eighteen years of age, and who 
are in a. sui table cond1 tion of lllind to be instructed, 
and may release or discharge any such child from its 
care and custody to the child's relatives or others 
whenever the deputy chief of the bureau is satisfied 
that the object of the comm1ttment has been accom-
plished and conditions appertaining to such child 
are deemed to justify such release or discharge.3 
It is declared to be the object of this chapter 
to provide for neglected and dependent children, not 
recogni~ed as vicious or crimal, such influences as 
will lead toward an honest, intelligent, self support-
ing manhood and womanhood, the state, so far as poss-
ible, holding to them the parental relation. But if 
at any time in the discretion of the director of 
Public Welfare, the object can be better attained 
by placing a child in a good family of the same 
religious belief as the parents of such a child, said 
director of public welfare shall have the power to do 
so on condition that its education shall be provided 
2 General Laws of Rhode Island, 1923, Chapter 1140 
Public Laws 1917, Chapter 1471, Section 1. 
3 Ibid., Section 2. 
II 
li 
" 
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for by such tamily 1n the public schools ot the 
town or city where they may reside, or in some other 
suitable public school or private school; and when-
ever such a course is desirable or necessary said 
department ot public welfare may pay such amount 
as may be agreed upon for the care and support of 
such a child. The director may in his discretion 
place any child requiring special treatment, train-
ing or oversight, 1n any institution controlled by 
persona of the same religious belief as the parents 
ot sueh child, providing such special treatment, 
training or oversight, and may pay such amount as 
may be agrettd upon, tor the care and support of 
such child. 4 
It should be stated that all children committed to the 
Rhode Island Children's Division are committed by the Rhode 
Island Juvenile Court. The commi ttment orders are diverse a 
custody is given to the Children's Division either until 
eighteen for boys, twenty-one tor girls, or until further 
order ot the court as provided in Section Two of the General 
'I I, 
I ,, 
II 
Laws. 'I 
In Section Three of the General Laws it will be noticed r
1 that provision is made for the roster home program and the use!, 
'I 
of other institutions wherever necessary. li ,, 
Function 
Since this study is concerned with the children who have 
lived or are still living in the Children's Center it will be 
necessary to describe the present day functioning at the 11 
Center. Following this presentation of the purpose and presen1 
day functioning of the Children's Division, an outline to show 1: 
,, 
the ease worker's role with the child and family will be given~! 
II 
il 4 Ibid., Section 3 ---~---------~-~~~---- ~-·· .... --~ 
li 
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" 
Institutional and Group Care is provided at 
the Children' a Center. This has become pr1maril'1 
a reception and study institution where the needs 
or children are evaluated. pending the reestablish-
ment of their own home or their placement in a 
foster home. Special corrective work, group train-
ing and treatment are offered on a cottage plan.S 
In line with the changing policy utilizing 
the Children's Center for increased service to all 
children under the care or the Children's Division, 
it has increasingly been used as a serTice center 
for study, treatment, and care of those children 
who could beat benefit from living in the group, both 
new children and those alread'f under foster care. 
In line with modern trends in child care, the 
institution is the center through which understand-
ing and training of individual children is ef'.fected 
through group methods. This is accomplished through 
individual case work skills, staf'.f planning, obser-
vation, and securing participation of the child in 
the group program of' the institution. 
The program aims to prepare the child in the 
shortest possible time to return to his own home, 
a home of' relatives, or a foster home. Foster home 
care is provided by the child placing unit of' the 
Children's Division. Each tn>e of' care has certain 
values to of'f'er children which the other cannot 
of'f'er.6 
The well rounded curriculum of' services is stated& 
It is being utilized (in spite of' its limita• 
tions) f'or study of' all Children's Division children, 
soci~medical, psychological and psychiatric (where 
indicated) so that adequate plans for their fUture 
m&'f be instituted as earl'f as possible. 
Frequent consultations are arranged with cottage 
parents and weekl'f treatment stat.f meetings held with 
the result th~t there is a progressive program in 
each cottage. 7 
5 Thirteenth Annual Report 1946-47, Rhode Island 
Department ot Social Welfare, &blldren's Division, p. 16. 
6 Ibid.' p. 22. 
7 Ibid., P• 23. 
7 
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This idea is aimilar to that ot Schumacher: 
Here, in one detinitel7 organized setting, 
all ot the modern skills in the handling and treat-
ment ot children can be -.rahalled, including 
trained leadership through cottage personnel and 
other supervisors, plus the specific skills ot the 
teacher, social worker, recreation leader, PS7chia-
trist, ps7chologist, nurse, pediatrician, religious 
educator, executive and vocational advisor.S 
It can be seen that through the 7ears much progress has 
been made in the planning and treatment tor children under 
' 
;: 
state care. The definite tunctiona ot the Children's Division i' 
will be stated since these fUnctions are all concerned with 
the stud7 proposed b7 the writer. :I 
,I 
The Children's Division carries the primar7 responsibili~ 
- II 
tor the public welfare program ot the state. In addition to 'I 
the direct care case load, the Division carries the usual 
state responsibilit7 tor coordination ot public and private 
services to children to meet more ettectivel7 the total needs 
ot all children ot the state. 
The following types ot services are offered b7 the Rhode 
Island State Children's Services Division: 
l. Foster Care - Children who require long 
term substitute care because ot the inabil1t7 ot 
their families to provide adequatel7 for them as 
a result ot death, separation, or limitations 
within the famil7, are committed to the Children's 
Division through the Juvenile Court; some of these 
children are provided.protective and preventive ser-
vice in their own homes or in homes ot relatives, 
while others must be placed in the various types 
of foster care. 
8 Fred Schumacher, "What Service Does the Institution 
Give", Child Welfare League Bulletin, April, 1948. 
~====#~~=~-=--~-~---=~~~~-~~~=~~-~--~ =~~~-
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a. Institution Gr~ Cue Study and Training 
are provided at the Cldrenls Center. The 
Children's Center is now primarily a reception, 
a study, and training institution, where the 
needs of the individual child are evaluated 
pending reestablishment of his own home or in 
preparation for placement in a foster home. 
b. Foster Home Care is provided by the child 
placing UD!t of the Division tor such children as 
will profit from placement and tor whom homes can 
be found in the community. As part of this pro-
gram, a homef1nd1ng service is offered families 
wishing to open their homes to children. 
2. Protective and Preventive Service is offered 
to families ana chlldi'en iii nine rural towns where 
other children's services do not exist. 
3. Special Study Services - By statute, all 
a4options and child marriages mu.st be referred by 
the Juvenile Court in order that the Division may 
submit a report prior to hearing and decision. 
Requests from out-of-town agencies regarding child-
ren are also accepted for study. 
4. Licensing Service - By law, the Children's 
Division mu.st license (1) homes boarding children 
under sixteen years, and (2) all child placing 
agencies, child care institutions and day nurseries. 
Included in this function is the responsibility to 
improve services to children and to raise and main-
tain standards of child care throughout the state. 
5. is freely offered on 
any prob While most of the 
consultation is with other state agencies, private 
agencies and individuals have ready access to this 
service as a preventive measure.9 
9 Children's Division Manual, Rhode Island Department 
of Social Welfare 
I! 
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H1stor:.y and Purpose 
CHAPTER III 
'l'REATMDT CONFERENCE 
The Treatment Conference idea was inaugurated in Novem-
ber, 1944, by the Children's Center to focus statf thinking 
around the :future planning for the child. The need for such a 
conference was in relation to length of stay of children in 
the Center. When the conferences were initiated the average 
length of stay was slightly over sixteen months and many of 
the children were in the pre-school group. Therefore, the 
primary motivation of the conference technique was to produce 
movement 1n the case work process to give children the oppor-
tunity to :further their development by living 1n the 
community. 
'!'his primary object seemed to have been accomplished 
when one views the statistics for 1950 and learns the average 
length of stay in the Center has dropped from sixteen months 
in 1945 to six months 1n 1950.1 
With the decrease in the length of stay and an increase 
in both psychological and psychiatric services, the purpose of 
the conferences has undergone a process of evolution so the 
focus has shifted from length of stay in the Center to a real 
attempt to get agency thinking centered around planning for 
the child in terms of his :future, in relation to the strengths 
1 Fifteenth Annual Report, 1949-1950, Rhode-Island 
Department of Social Welfare, Children's Division, p. 14. 
,10 
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1 of his own parents, and.his relationship to his siblings. 
II .Along with the increased services available for a study of the:; 
I 
1 child, the process of staff development has made the confer-
enoe widen its focus from the individual child and his readi-
ness for foster home placement to an attempt to find ways of 
helping the child with his inter-personal relationships, par-
ticularly in the area of relationships to his own parents 
and siblings. 
In addition to more effective planning for the child, the 
conference serves for staff training and skill development. 
It tends to bring about staff consciousness as to the needs 
of the child. The conferences also give the workers a better 
perspective of the entire organization, its policy and tunct~ 
and its limitations imposed by law and society in its under-
taking. It helps workers appreciate the contributions ot 
other staff members, and to see the interaction of different 
departments tor the benefit of the child. 
Definition of "treatment" 
-
An attempt to define the term "treatment" naturally 
-implies an emphasis on diagnosis, which is misleading when 
applied to the type of conference which is the concern of this 
study. The conferences are rather an attempt to evaluate the 
child's development and to determine to what degree the agency 
baa been able to help the child face separation from the 
parents; to evaluate what strengths the parents have and how 
they can be used for the child's best interests, and to make 
r ,, 
11 
a. plan within the resources of the agency which will provide 
the child with optimum opportunities for physical and emo-
tional growth. 
Method of Selection of Cases 
The process by which these cases are chosen for the 
treatment conference is determined by the Child Care Super-
visor, who has excellent knowledge of each child in the insti-
tution. There are three main factors which determine selecti-
vity. These ares 
l. length of stay of the child in the institution; 
2. admissions and re-admission of the child to the 
institution; 
3. specific problema of the child in the institution. 
l. The length 2! ataz of a child at the institution 
varies trom three months up to extreme cases of three and four 
years. The children in this latter group are sometimes the 
"forgotten• children, aome who are unfortunately handicapped 
- -by some physical or mental disability, plus those eb1ldren who 
are chronic behavior problema in need of intensive psycho-
therapy, wh1ch very frequently can not be given 1n this setting• 
Many of these children have been presented at the treatment 
conference previously. The children who have been in residence, 
the longer are selected first, this plan being continually in 
operation. In some instances long term institutional care is 
seen as the need of the child at the present with this type of 
child not necessarily brought to the attention of the treatment 
conference at any given time. 
12 
' 
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2. ='d=•='~•~s~i~on=~ re~admiaaion cases are those children 
wbo have experienced previous commitment and have returned 
trom some home situation, either their own home or that of 
foster parents. The i.aportance in presenting these children 
immediately to the treatment conference is to investigate the 
reasons tor their return and to provide adequate effective 
immediate treatment before they become deeplJ settled into 
routine institutional lite. Children newly admitted may or 
may not be presented at the treatment conference, this being 
due to other plane drawn by the social worker. 
:· 
3. Specific problema arise out of unusual pers1stent be~ j' 
havior pattern developaent of a child while 1n the institution,] 
out of school diff"icult1es, out of sex problema, and the ch1ld-j 
I 
ren attaining certain age limits which release them from state 
custody. Knowledge of these problema 1s secured from the 
cooperation of the cottage parents and school personnel. 
The conference list of oases is composed well in advance 
so that arrangements can be made for inviting interested col-
laterals. This list is caretull7 screened by the Chief' Child 
Welfare Supervisor tor approval, and trequentlr an alternative 
list of cases is used since a definite plan may be under way 
tor a particular child on the initial conference list. 
Participants and Their Role 
These treatment conferences 1n which one or two cases are 
presented by the social workers are held weeklJ. Many 1ndi-
! 
viduala constitute the group w~c~ -~isc~~~" very. de~~a-tical_~J ~= 
1: 
the situation in arriving at the conclusion which is usually 
the ooncensua of opinion. The personnel or the treatment con-
terence and their contributing role will be mentioned briefly. ' 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
.&dministrator 
Chief Child Care Supervisor 
Psychiatrist 
Psychologist 
Chief Child WeUare Superviaor 
Senior S.upervisors (3) 
~unior Supervisors (5) 
Cottage Parents 
Institution Nurse 
Social Worker or Workers 
Also wben requested, school representatives are present 
and also representatives or any cooperating agencies, or 
ageneies likely to be interested. , 
The role of the administrator is to conduct the treatmen~t I! 
conference, to clarity and 811mmarize situations, and in gener I 
• I 
direct the conference to ita ultimate goal in arriving at ' 
! 
recommendations formulated by the group. All the decisions 
are the final responsibility of the adminiatrator, so theretore
1 
sreat eare and consideration is required to make the diatinc-
tions necessary to compl7 within the legal provisions tormn-
lated by the legialature. 
The role of the Chief Child Care Superviaor, who has 
immediate responaibility tor the children at the Children'• 
Center, ia to contribute hie opinion of the children'• progress 
and adJuatment, and interpret specific problema which have 
relative bearing on the final recommendations. It is the duty 
of thia supervisor to conduct the conference in the absence or 
I' ~0~+-- ··~~· 
Since he has the responsibility in the the administrator. 
choice of cases selected, it is of the utmost importance that 
he be present in order to give a clearer picture of the child. 1 
The role of the psychiatrist is to clarity and interpret 
the meanings of all the situations, especially the meaning 
each situation bas in terms of the child, 1n view of the facta 
presented. The use of psychiatric judgment ia well tempered 
by the reality et the situation. Only in rare instances do 
group decisions differ from the viewpoint of the psychiatrist. 
On some occasions involving the decision of a critical issue 
the decisions are given by the admiaistrator, wbo has ultimate 
responsibility in the matter within the framework of authority 
which he represents. MOst of the children presented at this 
conference have been seen by the psychiatrist, some at regular 
appointments, others just once. These children especially are 
well known to the psychiatrist. 
The role of the psychologist is also one of interpretatio~ 
I 
and a casting of a judgment as to the prognosis. The latest 1 
psychometrics are explored to determine the security and sta-
bility of the child in formulating treatment plans for htm. 
The role of the Chief Child Welfare Supervisor, who baa 
supervision of the case work processing of each child, is to 
pass judgment and make suggestions as to the planning pro-
cedure to follow 1n each particular situation. Assisting in 
this capacity are three senior supervisors and five junior , 
,_,...,,,.,, who .... oloootr w1th tho •••• workoro •••pono<bl~~ 
I' 
,, 
i 
I 
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I 
1 for the child. In this group of supervisors are representa-
tives from the home-finding department, it being their duty to 
advise the group as to the availability of foster homes for 
1 placement of the children. Sometimes they help by suggesting 
a special home for a certain type of child. It is within this , 
group that supervisors and case workers cooperate to bring 
forward all significant and pertinent information concerning 
each child. 
The cottage parents have the responsibility for the 
direct care and training, and moral and physical welfare of 
the child. They are responsible for helping the child to 
adjust in the group situation and for individualization of the ' 
child in the group setting. Any deviations from these stan-
dards are reported by the cottage parents besides any unnatu-
ral behavior s,mptoms. 
The institution nurse reports the medical evaluation and 
often contributes insight into actions by children which pre-
sent symptoms of psychosomatic nature. 
The recreation leader 1a often consulted as to the reac- :' 
tiona ot a child during play or any other interesting obeerva- •• 
i tion which he may have seen. 
Case Worker'• Role 
The case worker has the primary responsibility tor the 
home situation and planning tor the individual child. The 
worker has the responsibility tor arranging home visits and 
for making family plans. The case worker is the link between 
----- --------=;.----~~ 
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the past and the present situation. The worker plays the sus-
taining role in relating the child's experiences to the fUture 
either in his return home or to a roster home placement. In 
the conference the worker interprets to the starr the child's 
background and home situation and any particular personality 
-
or behavior problem which the child or his ram11y might have. 
The worker supplements the understanding or the other , 
aembers or the start and helps in the evaluation or the child' 
past experiences. Thus plans are made for treatment and . 
I 
1'\11ru.re planni~~g·. Uter the presentation of this material to I 
the group the administrator 
a.timulatea discussion relative to the rormation or treatment 
plana. Definite recommendations are secured in this manner. 
-
Usually the goal of some or the recommendations is to solve 
difficulties which prevent the removal of the child from the 
institution. Some of these difficulties which must be taken 
into consideration are rejection of the children by the parents 
or rejection of the parents by the child; poor medical find-
ings; and. above all• an unstable adjustment of the child at 
the Children's Center. These are the areas where the case 
workers can apply their knowledge and skill in the formulating 
of ultimate plans of placement tor the children to a home 
situation. 
~' ~~ ~-----~---· ----=------~--
II CIW'TER IV 
I ANALYSIS OF TREATJoiEll'r REO OIIIIENDATIONS 
~~~ CLASSIFICATIONS 
This chapter will be an analysis or the treatment 
recommendations and their results. These recommendationa were :i 
gathered rrom a total or rorty-aeven cases. The nature or the ' 
i 
reco1111endationa conrorma to the natural problema arising in an I: 
agency setting such as this. or the t'orty-seven cases investi-!l 
gated, of which all bad one or more recommendations, some as 
high as six, it is not possible in this study to present each 
individual recommendation and results. However, the writer 
baa attempted to classify these individual recommendations 
under tive general headings of recommendations which are rep-
resentative ot the total recommendations. These five cate-
gories are: 
I. Case work with the family 
II. Gaae work with the child 
III. Referral recommendations 
IV. Kedical services 
v. Psychological and psychiatric services 
Each category has ita own sub-divisions which deal with spe-
cific problems, and in some cases, to further clarify the 
specialities of case work services rendered by this agency, 
the specific problems will have their own sub-divisions. 
The following is a complete outline of the recommendations: 
18 
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i 
I. Case Work With Familx 
1. Attempt to contact natural parents and relatives of 
children of no parents as a planning resource. 
il 
2. Exploration and re-evaluation of home situations with 
long range plans of eventual absorption of child into 
the family. Specific problems related to this heading 
include: I! ,, 
i (a) Bl11lding strengths within the family through 11 
emotional and supportive case work methods. i (b) Orienting the family to the basic needs regarding 1! 
health problems, help in budgeting and other ~~ 
helpfUl suggestions. I (c) Determination by worker of the meaning and the ' 
value to the family ot home visits. 
3. Attempts to help parents accept the foster home as 
best plan tor child. 
II. Case Work With the Child In the Institution 
1. Important factors contributing to the child's growth 
and development wbile under institution care. Some 
ot the outstanding areas area 
(a) General emotional support to the child. 
(b) Improvement or personal appearance. 
(c) Ego strengthening. 
2. Removal of child from the institution toa 
(a~ (b 
(c 
(d) 
(e) 
Adoptive parents. 
Natural parents. 
Relatives. 
Foster home. 
others. 
3. Worker handling ot hostile feelings toward natural 
parents and the child's acceptance ot the reality or 
the situation. 
4. Continuous efforts by worker to strengthen sibling 
ties. 
III. General Referrals 
1. Shifting responsibility to agency with specialized 
services. !
1 
.. cc~c~~~--~~-•~cc~•~~~! 
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I 
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2. Referrals to courts to: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Settle custody or children. 
Obtain monetary support trom parents. 
Review new situation. 
Gain Juvenile court participation. 
3. Others. 
IV. Medical Problems Necessitating a Medical Program tor the 
Child 
v. Psychometric and Psychiatric Services 
1. Psychological testa. 
2. Psychiatric interviews tor tuture planning. 
These recommendations will be presented with a descrip-
tion of the type or case work services anticipated, under 
I 
existing conditions in this agency, in regard to agency respon.J 
sibilitiea, standards, tunction, policy, and limitations. In 
recommendations which number over five, a table will be shown 
to indicate results obtained by the social worker. These 
figures were obtained by reviewing records or consulting the 
case wor~er, and then counting these results. In the type or 
recording in this agency, due to the heavy case loads ot the 
workers, it was not poss1~le in all instances to gather infor-
mation concerning ways in which success was achieved. In the 
analysis and discussion which follow each recommendation, an 
eXPlanation wherever possible will be given as to the method 
in which success was achieved. As many reasons as possible 
will also be given as to the failure in attaining results. 
This study is also concerned with the degree of fulfillment of 
these recommendations so the criteria to determine this will 1: 
I 
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' 
I 
I 
I 
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'I naturally lie in the nature of the recommendation. 
Tables will be used only where there are more than five 
recommendations affected. For those having under five recom-
mendations, an explanation of the results will be discussed 
separately. Within each table where is indicated "no contact 
made" or soaething similar, this meaning that there is no data 
. 
available to show that an attempt had been made to fUlfill the 
recommendation. When the heading is "successfUl results", it 
means that a contact was made, with the recommendation tul-
tilled. Other headings will explain themselves. Since many 
of these recommendations are directly concerned with the 
return of the child to a home situation and since a number ot IJ 
r: 
different recollllendations need to be fUlfilled before this can 1: 
r: be completed in many of the cases, it is difficult to state I' 
what we mean by successfUl results in each or the recommenda• 
tions. Therefore, the writer sees it necessary to define the 
I! 
'i 
i: 
amount ot success in a recommendation result, according to the il 
I! 
,j depth which the nature ot the problem suggests, applying only ' 
to that specific recommendation. 
Arter the conclusion of each category - I, II, III, IV~ 
and V - a summary will be included to assemble the results of 
that particular category. At the conclusion or the entire 
presentation, all five categories will be assembled to see 
the total results of the recommendations. 
II 
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I! I - CASE WORK WITH FAMILY 
,I 
,, 1 
!I • Attempt to contact natural parents and relatives of child, or relatives of children of no parents as a planning 
resource. I' 
In Anna Freud's words, "The images of the parents must be 
-
kept alive within the child", and since the focus of all case 
-
work services 1n this agency is either to return the child 
into his own home, or to provide the child with a new home 
situation, we must therefore respect the inherent rights of 
the parents in planning for the child. Workers do not always 
1 
find it an easy taak to let parents share in planning, partie- 1 
ularly tbose who have neglected their children. Case workers 
should be careful not to condemn or take aides, but rather 
they should understand why the family is 1n this situation, 
and what are the feelings of the parents. The social worker 
should discuss with the parents what placement means in order 
to clear up any mistaken notion they may have. The success of 
any planning Wl1th the child depends upon the amount of partici"": 
pation by the parents. 
In regard to this specific recommendation there were tit-
1 
teen cases closely related. The results of the case work 
treatments are shown b7 Table I, on Page 23. 
Discussion 
In the two instances called successful, the child was 
returned to a home a1tuation and the fulfillment ot this par• 
tieular recommendation was completed. In the ten recommend&-
i 23 ,, 
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tiona where a contact was made but no interest was shown by 
' the people, there were varying degrees ot contact. Some ot 
the people were seen once and others several times. These 
people were unable at the present to participate in any plan• 
ning due to economic presaurea or due to their overt rejection 
ot the children. In three cases there was no contact made by 
the worker with the people. 
In the two auccesstul results it was seen that the people 
had some inner strength available and were able to participate 
in the planning ot the children. The tocus ot the case work 
in these instances was to give continuous, all-around support 
to these people in their endeavor to make good. 
TABLB I 
RESULTS OF FIF'l'BEN BEO())O(BIDATIONS CONOBRHED WITH 
C.tSK WORK WITH If~ PABBNTS OR RELATIVES 
CASE WORK RESULTS 
No contact made 
Contact made but no intereat 
Succeastul results 
TOTAL 
lfUJIBBR OF CASES 
:5· 
10 
2 
15 
2. Exploration and re-evaluation o£ home situations with long.J 
range plans o£ eventual absorption of child into the famil~ 
Specific probleu related to thia beading includes / 
(a) Building strengths within the famil7 through 
supportive case work methods; (b) Providing and orienting the famil7 to the basic 
needs regarding health problems, budgets and 
other belptul .uggestionsJ (c) Determination b7 worker of the meaning and the 
value to the famil7 of home visits. 
Pamil7 ties can be strengthened tundamentall7, 
however, when we make it known that we realize that 
the child still belongs to his parents, even though 
be is in the institution; that the parents can make 
a wonderfUl contribution to the welfare of the child 
b7 their presence and interest; that the institution 
and its services are merel7 BDPplementing the home 
for the welfare of the child.l.-
If neoesaar7, the cbild1 a own famil7 should be assisted 
.in ever7 poaaible wa7 to meet the basic needs in the home. 
!I 
I 
It i 
is essential that help abould be given to them at the pdi~t 
when tbe7 first need it. All resources and strengths of the 
famil7 ahould be ascertained, and re-enforced through such 
financial aid and case work service as ma7 be indicated. The 
aervices of relatives, the church, public assistance depart-
menta, Aid to Dependent Children, Child Welfare Services, 
!I 
;I 
I! 
l1 
health agencies, psrcbiatric clinics, famil7 ease work agencies!! 
i' 
" and all o'liher social aerv1oe and oh1ld weltare resources 1n F 
the eommwait7 should be utiliz~ as needed, in order to pre-
serve and rehabilitate the child's own home. Table II shows 
the results of these recommendations. 
1 .Tack R. Parsons, "Changing Use of Children's 
Institutions", Child Welfare, December 1948, p. 42. 
I 
TABLE II 
RESULTS OF BIGHTl515Ji BBCOJIMENDATIONS CONCERNING 
EFFORTS TO REHABILI'l'ATB HOME SITUATIONS OF 
FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN UNDER STATB C.ARB 
RESULTS NUMBER OF CASES 
SuccessfUl atteaptsa S 
No contact attempted 3 
Soma SUCCeSS with finalb 
results uncertain at this time 12 
TOTAL 18 
a Home was rehabilitated through case work help 
and child returned. 
b One or mora contacts. 
Discussion 
In all but three recommendations efforts ware made ey the 
case worker to rehabilitate the family through case work con-
tacts. Definite results which were instrumental 1n aelp1ng 
the child return to his home were obtained in three situations., 
In twelve recommendations, varying degrees of case work help 
were made. Several instances occurred where just an initial 
contact was made, but in others several contacts were made in 
the efforts to rehabilitate the home. In many of' these in-
stances the parents were resentfUl of' the worker and displayed!; 
mnch resistance towards changing their ways of' living. How-
ever, in a few of' these instances, some of' the efforts of' the 
worker may eventually become meaningfUl when new condi tiona I' 
-~-~~~ --~-- -"~~ =~-4 = 
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1
1 are brought about within the home. 
1. In the three successful cases where the child was brought 
' 
1 back into the home situation as a result of direct case work 
with the family, the resources ot the community were explored 
and found to help solve the particular plight of each family. 
It was only through the worker revealing that such resources 
existed, plus the desire on the part of the family to receive 
this help, that the results were obtained. 
3. •ttempts to help parents accept the foster home as best 
plan for the child. 
The worker's role is one of helping parents under-
stand and anticipate the realities in placement, and 
extends to helping them handle their conflicts about 
these realities. Parents' handling of their con-
flicts about separation and placement during this 
period, foroasts the success or failure ot the 
foster home experience.2 
In this area were only two recommendations; however, this 
is one of the most important fUnctions of a child-placing 
agency. Natural parents are continually resentful of their 
children being placed in a foster home since this points up to 
their own inadequacy and failure and increases their guilt. 
Case work services must be rendered gently and skillfully in 
order for them to understand the necessities as being for the 
interest of the child. In one ot the instances in these two 
situations, the natural parents were very reluctant about 
placement tor their children, but after repeated efforts of 
2 Inez M. Baker, "Caseworker Helps Child Use Boarding 
Bome Experience•, Child Welfare, May 1949, p. 1. 
ue 
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the worker they were satisfied that the foster home provided 
the best plan for the child. In the other instance a great 
amount of case work service was expended towardS convincing 
the natural parents regarding placement, to no avail. Recog-
nizing tbe inherent rights of the parents 1n the planning for 
the child may become a block to placement, unless the agency 
assumes the authoritative role given by law and plana for the 
child with the help ot the child. 
s,mm•rz 
The results ot the recommendations shown in this category I/ 
concerning case work with the tudly show that out ot thirty- i, 
five recommendations there were six that indicated successful 
results. However, only six instances showed no contact 
I' 
!I 
I! 
;' 
atteapted so in the remaining twenty-three recommendations 11 
I 
!i 
there are varying degrees of contact which may eventually show .1 
' I. 
reaul.ta. From the results in the aucceastul situations, there 1· 
,j 
seems to be some encouragement that many of the twenty-three 
recommendations that presented var}ing degrees of contact 
i! 
ij 
could have been more successful if greater intensity of case 
work services was focused upon providing the family with sug-
gestions and advice in meeting the necessities to rehabilitate 
the home, despite the resistance which some may offer. In 
those situations where no contact was attempted an explanation il 
1 will be given in Chapter V. 
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II - CASE WORK WITH THE CHILD IN THE INSTITUTION 
1. Important factors contribution to the child's growth and 
development while under institution care. Some or these 
outstanding areas are: 
(a) general emotional support to the child (b) illlprovement of personal appearance 
· (c) ego strengthening 
The childre~1 s 1~stitut1on should be a bastion 
of security to its children. While continuing to 
develop the best specialized services of all kinds, 
these services should be merged and blended into an 
atmosphere of acceptance, belonging and guidance. 
The child should feel that after all the rejection, 
the failures, the troubles which he has encountered, 
he is finally entering a place that will not let him 
down. While he will not find a home or parents, he 
will find the essential qualities that make for a 
home: warmth, direction, consiste~ey, security.3 
The social worker has a certain role in the institution. 
The worker is the link tor the children between their past 
life and their present. Direct ease work is given to those 
with emotional problems arising from separation. With the 
help of the social worker the child is enabled to grow to 
develop his sense or himself as a person with the will or his 
own and individual feelings. The child looks upon the social 
worker as a substitute for his own parents and expects recog-
nition from the worker whenever the occasion demands. 
In the following table, the results are shown of recom-
mendations which involved case work services in strengthening 
a child's development. 
3 Ernest Huschbach, "A Changing Direction for Children's 
Institutions•, Child Welfare, larch 1949, p. 15. 
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TABLE III 
RESULTS OF 'fWKLVE RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING CASE WORK 
WITH 'rBB CHILD AT THE INSTITUTION 
INVOLVING THE CHILD'S GROII'l'H AliD DEVELOPMENT 
RESULTS 
Complete fUlfillment ot 
recommendation with results 
No attempt made 
Partial attempt with no 
yisible results at present 
TO!'AL 
Discussion 
HUMBER OF CASES 
2 
5 
5 
12 
In this group it is very difficult to determine results 
due to the nature of the recommendation. In the two situationsi 
labeled complete fUlfillment, these were successfUl since they i 
' 
involved specific concrete services. In the five cases of a 
partial attempt made, there are varying degrees of case work 
service, but none that were complete 1n themselves. Some of 
these recommendations applied directly to fUture placement, 
while the others were concerned with a present plan of 
strengthening ego development of the child, with the ultimate 
goal of placement. In five cases there was no evidence or 
any attempt. 
2. Removal or child from the institution to: 
,, 30 
,! 
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(aJ (b 
(c 
(d) 
(e) 
adoptive parents 
natural parents 
relatives 
foster home 
others 
The institution serves children coming from situations ot 
extreme neglect or broken homes; the Children's Center seeks 
to give such youngsters a sense ot security and to assist 
them in adjusting to an atmosphere ot group living. 
The basic elements ot the group living exper-
ience. that tbe institution provides tor the child 
may be said to consist of the close group associ-
ation provided by the cottage or dormitory unit 
under the guidance ot a house parent, a couple, 
or a so called supervisor; in tbe close group rela-
tionships to be experienced in clubs and recrea-
tional activities found on the campus under various 
leaderships and tbe inter-action ot those groups; 
and in the looser association between all tbe 
children in the institution, that ia, tbe insti-
tutional community as a whole.• 
Once they reach tbe peak ot adjustment, it is our purpose 
to return them to their parents or relatives whenever possible 
or place them in foster bomea. Those wbo do not make a satis-
factory adjustment 1n the coll!lllWlity will be re-admitted to the : 
Center tor further study and treatment. 
It is the role of the social worker assigned to these 
children to determine through interview and information re-
ceived trom cottage parents, recreation people, and scbool 
teachers, whether the child is prepared for a bame situation. ' 
Many times for the child, separation trom his friends at the 
4 Suzane Scbuize, •How Does Group Living in the 
Institution Prepare the Child tor Lite Outside•, u.s. 
Children's Bureau, 1944, p. 4. -
II 
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institution and away tram his parents to a placement are 
traught with emotions ot tear, apprehension, anger and guilt, 
which may be expressed in as many ways as there are defenses. 
The preparation plans tor placement are to help the child to-
ward an understanding and acceptance ot the necessity or 
being placed. 
It is the object or these recommendations tor the social 
worker to make plana tor the removal or the child trom the 
institution. Usually concommitant with the recommendation ot 
removal are other recommendations which need to be tulfilled 
i - .. -
i: 
I prior to placement, so therefore the success or failure of 
I 
removal of the eh1ld trom the institution is dependent on the 
fulfillment ot the other recommendations. 
,, 
In all instances all possibilities of home situations are I 
I! 
discussed at conference as to the best plan for the child, I' 
II 
" 
eliminating the impossible situations and arriving at the most li 
logical and appropriate solution. According to this conclu- il 
'i 
sion the worker begillJI the case 1Avolved, with eventual place- !j 
:: 
:ment in mind. 
I: The following will show the results of sixty such recom- i; 
I; 
II mendations indicating removal trom the institution to a home 
I' 
situation. Thirty-tour children were successfully placed in 
'I 
li 
- II 
shown by Table IV, and Table V will show available reasons 1, 
tor the twenty-six who were unable to be placed. jj ~~~~ ~ -~~~ --------~-~~~--~ 
ll 
an acceptable home situation while the other twenty-six were 
not. Distribution as to the tT.Pe or home situation will be 
TABLE IV 
RESULTS OF REOOIOili:ND.A'.riOBS INVOLVED IN THE 
BBMOVAL OF TBIR'l'Y-FOlJR CHILDREN FROJl 
THB IBSTITU'l'ION TO AllY HOME SITUATION 
'1'n'E OF BOloiB SITUATION 
Family home 
Relatives home 
Foster home 
Others 
TO'.rAL 
TABLE V 
liUJIBER OF CHILDREN 
5 
9 
19 
l 
34 
SPECIFIC BBASONS SHOWN FOR 'fWDTY-SIX CHILDREll 
NO'.r BEING PLACED INTO A BOD SITUATION 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
Coptent at institution 
Chronic Bneur1 tio 
Institution mal~djustment 
Parental influence upon child 
Training school 
Uncovered. case 
No reasons 
TO'.rAL 
• 
1 
3 
7 
3 
1 
7 
26 
I! 
I' 
I' :52 
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Discussion 
It is interesting to note that in the forty-seven cases 
selected, there were thirty-five recommendations concerned 
w1 th the removal of the child or children from the Children' s 
Center. These thirty-five recommendations affected a total of 
sixty children. Efforts were made by workers first to place 
the child in his own home if possible, and if not then with 
relatives, or, finally, in a foster home. or the sixty child- il 
II 
ren affected, thirty-tour were placed in a home situation, 
while the remaining twenty-six were unable to be placed tor a 
variety of reasons. Table IV shows the distribution of child-
ren in their respective placements. An interesting point to 
mention here is that some or the children who were placed in 
either their parent's home or relatives' home that 
I 
i these homes ' 
' 
I 
I 
-
were not considered as a planning resource at the time when 
the Treatment Conference was held. This means that since 
other recommendations regarding the rehabilitation or the 
family were fUlfilled, it was possible tor the worker to place 1 
the children in these homes. However, in all the situations 
involving the return or the children into their own homes, 
there was need of family case work. FOurteen children were 
placed in their own homes or relatives' homes, while nineteen 
were placed in foster homes. The remaining one was sent to an 
out-or-state institution. or this total, two or the children 
have t~s far been returned to the Children's Cente~ because 
ot poor foster home adJustment, and seven or this total have 
I 
~=t 
" I
II 
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been placed in more than one, but less than four, homes since 
initial placement. 
In Table V are twent7-six children who were not placed. 
Sixteen of this greup had adequate reason, and three children 
were transferred to a training school, while the remaining 
seven had no reason stated for failure of placement. 
An interesting observation about the reasons stated for 
failure of a placement is the high number ot cases in which 
parental influence upon the child was mentioned. We mean spe-
citicall7 b7 this that the parents delude the children about I 
p1anniJ!8 to have them returned home, when this is not so, whichll 
prevents the child from accepting a foster home placement. Theli 
ii 
three children sent to a training school are still under the 
supervision of the Children's Division. Two ot the tour 
children who expressed content at the institution have exper-
ienced previous failures in foster home placements, while the 
other two enjo7 the group living program offered. Poor ad-
justment at the institution of the three children mentioned in 
the table presented such a problem that the decision of the 
worker that the child would be a risk in a foster home seems 
justifiable. The chronic eneuritic and the child affected b7 
the case not covered b7 a case worker explain themselves. 
There is no statement in the record wh7 seven children were 
not considered for placement. 
3. Worker handling of hostile feelings toward natural parents 
and the child's acceptance ot the realit7 of the situation. 
It is difficult tor some children to work through the 
feeling that this physical separation from the parents is 
turther evidence of rejection and therefore creates other 
feelings of frustration and hostility toward the parent. The~! 
1: feelings tor the most part are not expressed directly but are 11 
" i 
translated into various forms ·of behavior which become devices j! 
II 
for revenging the hurt the parent has inflicted on him. It 1a :! 
' 
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in the home as it actually exists. The strength of the 
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relationship was alao important in thia understanding by 
1 
i! 
these children. In both or these instances it was pointed out. 
jl 
to the children that the worker was not rejecting or their 
parents, which helped the children in their own acceptance or 
their parents. 
4. Continuous errorts by the worker to strengthen sibling 
tiea. 
We have an area here that is too often overlooked and 
neglected by workers tor one reason or another. The ties men-
tioned in this recommendation rerer to those children or the 
same ramily under state care that are distributed in foster 
homes without any opportunity to see each other. We should 
realise that these children, especially in their circumstances.11 
!. 
have a much greater need to belong closely to someone when de- 1, 
,, 
I· prived of normal family relationship. This strengthening of 1 1 I• 
the ties amongst these children through visits, mail, or even 
by conversation with the social worker, alleviates some of 
the negative emotional aspects ot being deprived of the normal 
relationship. Table VI shows the results of eight recommend&-
tions concerned with this problem. 
Discussion I 
I 
I· 
By successful results, we _mean those situations where a '1 
I 
sibling tie has been renewed or newly stimulated on a continu- 1~ 
!! 
ous basis to supplement more effective planning tor the child. 1' 
i 
By partial results, we mean that an initial contact had I: 
:I 
been made, with no attempt to rollow through to substantiate il 
~~~~=~=-~--"=~~~---~~---- -- -~-~~~-- -~~~--~~c~l[===--~~~ 
II 
,I 
effective results. 
Ho ettort made means there is no verification from any 
source that a try had been made. 
In this area the social worker playa a prominent role 1n 
that he or she assumes the initiative in arrangements for I' 
" 1: 
visiting and in the encouragement to the children to keep con-11 
·I 
tact with their brothers and sisters tbrough correspondence. ·· 
These recommendations were suggeated at conference tor these 
,I 
particular situations since it 1ras realized how important this :1 
'I 
" tie meant to the children prior to separation, with this want- li 
II 
I' 
ing to be kept intact during the period under state care. 1: 
These recommendations refer to children at the institution who 
have siblings in foster homes or even in their own homes. The 
success ot these contacts are instrumental 1n the adjustment 
ot these children in the community atter the termination of 
state care. 
The tour partial resulta obtained have been very super-
ficial with not enough interest stimulated in the siblings by 
the worker to show successful results. Two situations were 
'• I 
not atte~ted, while two situations were very successful 1n 
tar as a program ot continuity ot visiting was established. 
so !1 
II 
==IF========··· " ··~=~· 
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'l'ABLB VI 
RESULTS OF EIGHT RECOMIIElfDATIOliS OF EFFORTS 
ATTEMPTED BY SOCIAL WORKER. TO STBENGTHEN 
SIBLING 'l'IBS 
RESULTS 
SuccessfUl results 
Partial results 
No effort made 
TOTAL 
lfUMBBR OF CASES 
2 
4 
2 
8 
In this group concerned with case work with the child in 
the institution there were eight-three recommendations. The 
specific question dealing with the removal of the child from 
the institution constituted sixty of these recommendations. 
or this total of eighty-three recommendations, forty were 
classified as successfUl and ot this number thirty-four were 
concerned with the removal or the child from the institution. 
In the remaining forty-three recommendations there was some 
case work effort attempted in nine or these recommendations, 
but not enough success in these nine to insure results at the 
present. Ot the other thirty-tour, there were twenty-six un- li 
successfUl attempts to remove a child from the institution. !! 
However, nineteen of the twenty-six children were justified in II 
~- --0-----~-~--~~~~ 
!I 
' 
' 
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,1 
their reasons for unsuccessful placement but no reason was 
stated for the remaining seven. 
It aeema from those recommendations that were successful 
with the child, that by the social worker encouraging the chil1 
·I 
to participate in the planning better results were brought outo~: 
I; 
However, before this condition was brought about, in many of i! 
the results the worker'• acceptance of "the child's parents had 1l 
II 
to be clearly recognized and understood by the child before 
the child would participate with the worker in plans. It was 
seen tbat the ultimate success of the planning was also de-
pendent upon the amount of participation by the child con-
cerned. These results clearly show that by discussing the 
planning situation with the child, whenever possible, that 
the more definite and secure the worker will be in the move-
ment towards positive, substantial gains. 
The area of partial results show some optimism as to the 
fUture case work possibilities, since in some instances the 
worker was not the factor in failure to continue the treatment 
recommendation. In tbose instances of no contact, there were 
many acceptable reasons as shown by Table v, concerning the 
failure to place the child in a bome a1 tuation. Where no 
reason was stated in the area of no contact numbered fifteen, 
is included the number of seven recommendations where the 
child was not successfully placed in a home situation. 
III - GEBBRAL RBFERBALS 
1. Shifting responsibility to agencies with specialized 
services. 
There are many areas which are beyond the purpose or this ,
1 
' ,, 
it 
agency to adll11niater which mu.at be referred to service agencies:! 
!: 
1n their respective communities. These agencies are referred 
to the families pri~~~arily in an effort to rehabilitate the 
family tor,the interest and welfare of the child or children 
,under our care. Sometimes in this way, especially when child-
ren are committed on dependency, it is possible to return the 
child to his own home. Some of the agencies which could be 
contacted are Jamily Service, Aid to Dependent Children, Pub-
lie Assistance, and other public and private agencies who have 
a special service to contribute. 
Under this recommendation we have five referrals which 
will be mentioned, showing the service rendered. In two ot 
the instances, the Family Service in the community was con-
tacted with them following through with advice and guidance 
tor the family. In one instance a referral was made to Public 
Assistance, where assistance was given by them to make eligi-
ble a family to receive ADO. A successfUl attempt was made to 
locate the mother ot three of our children through contact 
with a Texas agency. In the last instance no word was 
received from an agency in Maine to which we bad written con-
cerning the placement of a child. In all these situations I' 
,.., .., ..... ,.. aoooopl1•hed •• accel•,.:•na ~~~·turn_~---1-
ji 
i: 
the children to their homes. 
2. Referrals to courts to: 
(a} settle custody ot children (b obtain monetary support from parents 
(c review new situations (d) gain juvenile court participation 
In an attempt to clear situations which prevent the re• 
turn of the child into a home environment, steps leading to 
this end are discussed rather thoroughly and realistically in 
the Treataent Cont'erenoe, in an e:ttort to uncover some opening . 
il from which case work services could be ettected. Some ot theseii 
,I 
profitable areas can be found in referrals to courts to stra~ 
en legally some aspect ot the t&llily picture which baa blocked !I 
concrete planning tor the child. It is a quite common proced• 
ure tor a social worker representing this agency to be present 
in court whenever any kind ot settlement is administrated 
involving a family under the agency' a supervision. Sometimes 
this presence in court ia recognized by the family as an indi• 
cation of our sincere interest in them. Table VII will show 
the resulta ot recommendations to courts which involve the 
.f'llture planning and welfare ot children under state care. 
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF RECOMMDDATIOHS CONCERNING 
REFERRALS '1'0 COURTS FOR VARIOUS REASONS 
DBGRD OF FULFILLMENT 
No contact 
Contact with auccesatul 
Contact, but no results 
TOTAL 
results 
7 
I 
142 
I 
- -h -----
Discussion 
'fhis is another area where the worker assumes a major 
role in pressing the court for attention to matters included 
in this agency's responsibility. One can see that success in 
this endeavor was attained in five of the recommendations. 
Since less than half of the referrals were not acted upon, the 
Writer finds it important to see in what specific areas the 
neglect occurred. In three recommended referrals to court to 
settle the custody of the children only one was successfUlly 
carried throllgh. In three attempts to obtain money .from par• 
ents whose children were under this agency's care, two were 
carried to successfUl conclusiona. In two referrals of re· 
quests to the courts for the reviewing of new situations in 
the home, success regarding one -s achieved. There were four 
' 
rec01111118ndations regarding contact with the Juvenile Court con•: 
eerning various accounts, with one referral being completed. 
It was seen that in those situations where a success was 
attained, a great amount of persistence was required by the 
worker to obtain court action. 
3. Others 
'fhis classification of recommendations includes those 
referrals which the social worker has to make which will ac-
celerate the adjustment of the family in the community, and 
will facilitate the returning of the child to the .family. 
"others" includes the exploring of school resources in the 
- -
community to enable the children to develop their 
I 
n 
!' ____:_::_ _-
special abilities. These include vocational and training 
schools available to children while in residence at the 
institution. 
Discussion 
In regard to the results of five such recommendations, 
::<.~ --_,-_-
all were succesaful17 carried through. It 1a meant here that ;
1 
I ,I 
the necessar7 amount of contact was achieved to insure success~! 
,[ 
•; 
To determine the amount of success is not possible due to the 
nature of the reco-endation. Two e~_theae contacts involved 
vocational training for two bo7s residing at the institution. d 
h II 
In both of these situations the aocial worker found the· appro- II 
priate school. In one instance the child had not the proper _
1
11' 
background for admittance, while the other was admitted but 
aubsequentl7 failed. Two other referrals involved contacting 
II 
the Veteran' a Administration to make a more thoreugh seeh of :! 
'I 
li 
,, 
" 
their files to determine eligibilit7 of families for awards. 
Theae contacts were made. The last referral included an un-
auccesatul attempt b7 the social worker to secure a job place- II 
ment for an older child. 
li 
The reeult s from these referrals can '1 
'I 
'I 
not be obtained at this time; however, these referrals eatab- ! 
11ahed the necessar7 contacts. 
Snmmerr 
home and toward the return of the child to his family. The 
contribution of these referrals could not entirely determine 
alone the placement of a child into a home situation, since 
[! 
r[ 
11
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II 
li 
other reco!IIDendations need.ed fulfillment; however, their tul- fl 
fillment assumed a necessary role 1n the eventual placement :1 
plan. ot the eight recommendations with no successful results11
1 seven were entirely neglected. These seven were included I 
under those referrals to courts for settlements, directly or 
indirectly affecting the ohild. In the fourteen successful 
II 
II 
:i 
i! 
I' I 
referrals, ten were concerned with collateral agencies, with !I 
the social worker educating the child or parent as to the need :i 
]! 
of these services. This included mnch case work service with · 
]! the people concerned in helping them recognize the necessity 
to them of these services. !I 
I 
!I 
" :I 
II 
'I 
II 
:] 
li 
I' 
li 
ii 
li 
I' 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
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IV - MEDICAL PROBLEMS DCESSITATING 
A db!cAt l'RooRAi Ftli THE CHILD 
During the period ot residence in the institution all 
children are frequently examined for any medical problems. 
Usually when a child is being considered for transfer to a 
home situation a more thorough examination is given the child. '' 
In general, it is accepted among good child care agencies and 
institutions that good standards ot medical service imply the. 
followings 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
A thorough admission examination preferably 
before being accepted into care 
A corrective and follow-up program designed 
to meet any existing medical needs 
An immunization and vaccination program for 
children of certain ages 
A regular medical re-exam1nation preferably 
annually.5 
Most of our recommendations are concerned with children 
in the pre-placement group or those being considered for place-i[ 
ment in the near future. It is the responsibility or the 
social worker to see that these services are administrated 
since many of them are provided tor 1n the medical facilities 
in the community. Uhder this grouping we have ten such 
recOmmendations, the results or which are shown in Table VIII, 
on the following page. 
5 Children's Division Manual, Rhode Island Department 
or Social Welfare 
~ _-11- .. . 
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TABLE VIII 
I 
I 
' 
' 
,I 
II 
'I 
' 
RES~S OF TEN RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING 
FULFI!J.MENT. OF MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR CHILD 
RESULTS 
Accomplished 6 
Not accomplished 4 
TOTAL 10 
Discussion 
In six of these ten cases the worker succeeded in tul-
tilling the recommendation requested, but 1n the remaining 
four cases we have varied reasons tor this not being accom-
plished. In two of these situations we found no reason stated 
or made evident in the record as to the failure of fUlfillment• 
In another situation there was a case not covered by a worker, 
and in the remaining situation the medical program was dis-
couraged since a home could not be found for the child. Row-
ever, 1n those six situations of positive results tour ot 
these were concerned with pre-placement medical examination 
and treatment. The other two were involved with services 
rendered by a coDIIIUnity resource. 
In this particular group results were attained 1n six of 
the ten recommendations. In this group the completion ot the 
=-=----:---'--=---=--- ·-:__·_------
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I 
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I' 
II 
' 
medical program was dependent upon t'actors all related to the f! 
,, 
:! 
The .factors ;i 
involved were the other treatment recommendations or the child !I 
present or t'uture planned placement of the child. 
which needed .fulfillment, making the medical program linger I' ll 
li 
until placement waa imminent. So 1n the six successful reoom-!j 
I, 
mendations in this group all the other recommendations had to I! 
be completed before these six could be considered tor fulfill- 11 
ment. In only two ot the tour t'ailures, there was no adequate II 
It 
reason given, eo we could presume that no definite plans for li 
II 
ji 
placement were considered. 
II 
' !,o, 
" 
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V - PSYCHOMETRIC AND PSYCHIATRIC SERVICRS 
1. Psychological tests 
The value and use of psychological tests in relation to 
the purpose intended at the treatment conference is to deter-
mine- to what extent more effectiTe concrete planning can be 
attempted for the child. Since the Children's Center is a 
stud7 home, annual tests on children are being requested. 
There are man7 reasons wh7 children are recommended at con-
ference for ps)'chological testing. Some are merel7 a re-
testing, some for adoptive purposes, and still others to 
determine whether a child's intelligence quotient is low 
enough to suggest removal to the proper institution. Plans 
for a child to receiTe this testing involves only the 
mechanics of arranging it b7 the social worker. 
Discussion 
Recommendations for psychometrics numbered fifteen, of 
which ten were actually given. There were no reasons stated 
in the record as to wh)' the remaining five did not receive the li 
I 
I 
testing. Four of that number were tests for adoptive purposes :: 
~ . I
and the remaining six were routine. !i 
II 2. Psychiatric treatment for fUture planning 1 
The use of the psychiatrist in this agency is limited to 
three mornings a week including the morning of conference. 
However, a child does not necessarily have to be presented at 
the treatment conference in order to be able to see the 
I 
!i 49 
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psychiatrist. Workers schedule psychiatric appointments when-
ever they feel that something is blocking their relationship 
with the child or whenever the child presents peculiar behav-
ior problems which are detrimental to group living. Some of 
the children presented at the conference have such reasons 
included, for their referral. The judgment of the psychiatrist'1 
is very important 1n those cases involving future planning, 
for their referral, that waver on borderline intelligence. 
The psychiatrist determines whether the child should be trans-
ferred to an appropriate institution or should have other plan~, 
tormQlated. Most children are seen by the psychiatrist only 
once while othera are seen weekly or as much as possible it 11 
I 
their situation so warrants, but full scale psychiatric treat- 11 
ment does not exist 1n this agency at the present. The psy-
chiatrist's diagnosis enables the social worker to be more 
carefUl in her planning and at the same time gain some insight 
into the real nature of the child's problem. 
Discussion 
In twelve recommendations cited tor this service there 
were eleven fulfillments. One recommendation was not carried 
out, but a satisfactory reason was stated in the record. In 
seven of these situations. referrals were made to seek what 
underlying problems were present, if any, as to why the child 
could not adjust auccesstully 1n placement. Three ot this 
group were given weekly appointmenta. In the tour remaining 
successful fulfillments, the purpose was to evaluate the 
children 1n terms of removal to an appropriate institution 
where their needs could be met more effectively. 
I 
Twenty-seven recommendations were included in this group, ~I 
I• 
'I 
of which twenty-one were completed. There is no reason stated 11 
II for the five that did not receive psychometrics, but there is 
an ad..-ate reason stated fer the .failure of one psychiatric 
reco111111endation. It is not possible to state the subsequent 
results of these testa as to their contribution in planning 
for the child at the present, since once again other factors 
are taken into consideration. 
TO'l'AL RESULTS OF FIVE GROUPS 
II 
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" I' 
if 
results and per- lj 
there is one sub_l! 
Table IX and Table X will show the final 
centages assembled from all divisions. Since 
division of Category II - 2. listed as •removal of child from 
the institution•, toward which the other reco1111endations steer 
-their efforts, the writer sees it necessary in this chapter to 
disengage this group from the others in order to understand 
better the percentages of results. This will be done by pre-
senting two tables, one including this group and another table 
which excludes this group. Tables IX and X will indicate this. I 
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TABLE IX 
.. - -
COIIPLBTE RESULTS OF ALL CATEGORIES OF RECOIIMBNDATIONS 
Categories 
I - 1 
2 
3 
II- 1 
2 
3 
4 
Nlunber ot 
Reo0111111.endationa 
15 
18 
2 
12 
80 
s 
8 
Succesa.tul 
Contacts 
2 
3 
1 
2 
34 
2 
2. 
Partial (7ontact 
10 
12 
1 
5 
--
--
4 
lte Contact 
3 
3 
--
5 
26 
1 
2 
------------------------------------
III- 1 
2 
3 
5 
12 
5 
5 
4 
5 
-- --
1 .., 
-- --
------------------------------------
IV • 1 10 6 
--
4 
------------------------------------
II 
,I 
I I, 
:i 
:I 
' 
11 
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T~ IX - continued 
. . 
Categories N'lllliber of Succeasru1 Partial lo <it.ontaot 
Reco111111endationa Contacts contact 
v- l 16 10 
--
5 
2 a ll 
--
1 
'fO'fAL 177 87 33 57 
. 
PER CENT 49.1 18.7 32.2 
T.ABLB X 
COMPLETE RESULTS EXCLUSIVE OF CATEGORY COliCBRllliD WITH THE 
REMOVAL OF CHILD FROM INSTITUTION 
II 
,I 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I. 
II il 
' ' II 
II 
I: 
~ 
·I I• 
'I II 
II 
~~~uu 
I 
j 
Ot the total amount of recommendations the tabulated J11 
results indicate 49.1 per cent were followed through completely, 
including those concerned with removal of child from the insti-
tution, but excluding recommendations where an 1n1 tial contact 
was made with uncertain results. Also observing from this 
point of view, 32.2 per cent of the total recommendations are 
shown as having not been attempted. However, it lllllSt be made 
i 
clear that this does not lll8&n that no work was attempted in i 
this 32.2 per cent, since there were categories such as case 
work with the child where efforts were made but unsuccessfUl li 
II 
1n the attempt. Now we see that 18.7 per cent included those 11 
reco111111endations where contact was made with no results or par-1
1 
tial results, and it we include this with the recommendations 
ot complete success there will be a per cent of 67.8. 
In excluding the recommendation concerned with 
removing the child from the institution under Category II, and 
excluding all situations ot partial contact, we find that 45.3 
per cent of the results were successfully achieved. If we 
include the 28.2 per cent ot partial contacts the results will 
reach 73.5 per cent. 
In a descriptive sense as to the type ot recommenda-
tions that were most outstanding, it is seen in Table IX that 
Category II, which is concerned with the case work with the 
child, includes eighty-three or 46.9 per cent ot the total 
recommendations. The specific recommendation within this 
category concerning the removal or the child from the 
I 
II 
53 
institution includes sixty ot these reco11111endations. The 
reason tor this reco11111endation being 10 outstanding is that 
the prime purpoie of the Treatment Conference is to remove the 
child trom the institution to a home situation or treat the 
reaaons why the child cannot be removed. Again in the type of i 
recellllll8ndation concerned with the most success, it is seen 11 
i 
trom Table IX that results in Category II seem most successful. 
This finding is arrived at only on a numerical and not a per-
centage basis, since Category III, IV, and V have better per• 
centages but leas case work numerical results. The least suc-
cessful was with the case work with the family. However, in 
the case work with the family there are more partial results 
obtained which cannot be determined at the present in regards 
1» auecesa, but they can be ot sreat contribution to future cas 
work possibilities with these families. 
54 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
1, 
,, 
II 
il 
ij 
I 
It was the writer's purpose to analyze the results of the 11 
treatment conferences held at the Children's Divililion and to il 
1 evaluate these results aa well aa possible in terms of the 
These questions were: questions asked 1n the first chapter. 
I 
What do the findings indicate about the value of the Treatment 1 
Conference! What expectation would we consider a just apprais-11 
a.l of succeaatul Treatment recoJIIII18ndations'l What were the 
telling factors 1n the successfUl recommendations; 1n the 
unsuccessfUl recollllll8ndationa'l How illportant a role did the 
social worker contribute to the success of these recommend&-
tiona? Where can the emphasis be 1n regard to recommendations 
of tut~e eonterences'l In answering these questions the writerl! 
I 
studied the recommendations in the forty-seven cases, classi-
I 
.f7ing thea into 
measuring their 
" different divisions and sub-divisions and 11 
results according to the nature of the particu-1 
I 
I 
I lar recommendation. These results were presented, in some 
I 
instances 'b7 table, to show the various degrees of fulfillment 
1
1 
of these recommendations. A discussion of the results atta1nedl1 
1n each sub-division was presented and at the conclusion of ! 
each division a summary was stated to show the results of that I 
particular group. 
'lhe results of this study indicate to the writer that 
these Treatment Oonterenoes are very -ch of value. 'lhis value! 
can be seen vividly in terms or the emphasis where case work 
services had been most intensively applied; this area being 
concerned with case work services directly with the child. 
Writer feels that the t1.ndings are IIDlCh higher than one would 
expect in this setting, wben taking into consideration those 
factors which tend to 11m1t the ma.ximwD case work services 
designed tor the best interest of the child. Some of these 
reality factors include diverse statf problems, high case 
loads, travel distances to clients and others. Findings of 
the study show what case work areas need to be strengthened 
and what areas have been over-emphasized 1n the past. We see 
bow interrelated the specific areas are to each other and how 
t.portant the success of each particular area is to tbe ulti-
, ma"te goal of placement for the child. 
i 
I 
II 
r I 
I' 
II Some of the important telling factors in the success of 1: 
I 
these reco111111.endations will be mentioned here 1n respect to the 11 
' various categories. In case work with the family the important! 
factors dealt with the ability of the social worker to convey ! 
to the family the t.portance of their role 1n participating in 
the planning tor the child. The ability of the social worker 
to utilize the available resources at their command in efforts 
to rehabilitate the family increased the possibility of the 
families' participation towards planning for the child. 
In the area of case work with the child the focus of fac-
tors Which indicated progress centered 1n the ability of the 
worker to help the child grow as a person, by encouraging 
--=== 
sublimation of the hostile aggressive unsocial tendencies into 1 
constructive channels related to include the child in more I 
effective planning for himaelf. ~he social worker must first I 
i 
verbalize to the child, with this being recognized by the jl 
child, of accepting the child and his total predicament. It II 
was seen in most of the successful results with children that lj 
I: 
this area about the child's parents and the consequent positio 1 
that it left the child was discussed quite thoroughly by the 
workers and child together, which undoubtedly strengthened the 
relationship to the point of the child participating with the 
worker in planning. 
The categories of referral recommendations, medical ser-
vices, and psychological and psychiatric services, required 
the persistent efforts of the worker in providing these ser-
vices to the child or to the families. These recommendations 
were stated in such a manner that the worker was responsible 
tor their follow-through, especially so in these three cate-
gories. 
Tbus far there have been no reasons stated explicitly and 
completely as to the failure in the unsuccessful recommend&- II 
II 
tiona. Naturally enough the responsibility lies in the social il 
'I I, 
worker's role and writer will attempt to clarity this area. jj 
Most of the eh1ldren included in the recommendations of this l1 
I 
study were under the supervision of the two institution work-
ers, who are only assigned institution children. The remai~~l 
children included in this study, but not assigned to the two 
II 
lisa 
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regular institution workers, are supervised by up to ten or 
fifteen workers. Therefore, this shows that the two institu-
tion workers have less opportunity to do intensive work with 
the child in the institution, since their ease load is very 
high and they must also assume family responsibility ot the 
children, which keeps them from utilizing all their time with 
the children. Those ten or titteen workers may only have two 
or three children apiece in the institution which gives them 
an opportunity for more extensive case work services. It must 
also be added that the case work start at this agency varies 
as to training, skills, and capabilities; this terribly intlu-
ences the final results, especially so in those areas-where 
1!-
1 
partial result. were obtained. This agency &utters heavily by I 
a constant turn-over in the c~se work start' which leaves case ,I 
loads uncovered tor sometimes as much as three months. All thell 
workers are under constant pressure because of the heavy case ~­
loads, which include case work services to the child, his 
natural parents and foster parents. To do adequate justice to 
all three prevents any depth of service to one. 
It can be seen from the results and the type of services 
extended, haw important a role the case worker is in the set-
ting. To the child the worker presents a person who can deter-
mine his future to a degree, and is the child's only hope 1n 
the reality of leaving the institution. 
Writer has seen from the strength of this study, in rela-
tion to the placement of children to a home situation, that 
I 
I' 
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p~e-plaeement visits be u•ed ~re extensively in an attempt at 
a close~ study as to the right home for the right child. I1', 
when a ~oater home states a certain type of child desired, it 
baa been indicated from these results that the child, if not 
the type desi~ed, does not successfUlly adjust in the home, 
I 
of I with the failure not being the child but rather an attitude 
rejection by the foster parents. II 
Another interesting ·point of value found in this study 
conce~ns the child that is transferred from one home situation ,,I 
into anothe~ due to lack of adjustment. In the category of 
11
. 
reeollllllendationa concerned with children successfUlly placed, !, 
II it shows that out of thirty-tour ohlldren succeastully placed 
nine since have had adjustment dittloalties in the initial 
home. Seven of these have been transferred to more than one 
but less than four homes since initial placement. Writer 
feels that some of this failure to adjust could be corrected 
II 
II 
it an intermittent period could be spent at the institution for 
fUrther study, to determine the failure of the placement and to[, 
.I 
re-emphasize to the child the necessities of being placed. il 
p 
In regard to the emphasis in Treatment Conferences to be 1! 
held in the tuture, writer feels that the strength of the sue- I 
cess of these conferences will lie in the social worker. The 
role which the social worker plays in helping the child within 
the institution setting, as wel~ as planning for the child in 
the community, is definitely related to the degree of success 
of the Treatment Conference recommendations. The more the 
I 
I 
social worker includes himself in the lite ot the child, the 
greater the probability that the child will cooperate in the 
planning tor his own benefit. The worker must also include 
himself as much as possible in working with the child's par-
ents, to insure more effective planning. It was seen trom 
, this study that the more familiar and interested the social I 
worker had become in the general family situation the greater 11 
I 
the participation by these people in helping themselves toward 1 
complete rehabilitation and eventual return of the child into 
the home. 
~1(~~ 
Rich~rd K. Conant 
Dean 
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I. 
II. 
I 
SCHEDUIB II 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF RBCOJDtKNDATIONS 
Case Work W~th Family 
1. A-ttempts by worker to contact parents of children 
2. Explore family situation 1n regards to making 
referral to Family Service 
3. Evaluation of parents to arrive at true estimate 
of ability to contribute to support of children 
under state care 
4. Clarification with parents concerning release of 
child 
5. Clear, and it possible, communicate other members 
of family, not in natural bo:me 
6. Clearance of complicated roles of paramour in 
familial setup and how it attecta the children 
7. Re-evaluate home situation 
B. Clear relatives to determine it they are a resource 
9. Determination by worker to :meet the needs of the 
family 
10. Attempt case work with family to increase 
participation by both parents 
11. Long range goal of absorption into family 
12. Strengthen family 
13. Work with mother concerning her acceptance ot 
foster home placement tor children 
14. Clarification ot the possibility of any of the 
relatives offering a plan tor the children 
Case Work With the Child In the Institution 
l. .Plan tor long term foster hDme care, 
1n a foster tree home 
, 
j 
2. Removal of children from Children's Center 
3. To determine the effect on child by visits 
f'l"om parents 
4. Does group living respond to his needs at present? 
5. Worker to spend more time to handle child's 
.teelings towards parents 
6. Clear with child about attitudes of other children 
in the cottage 
7. Possibility of placing two children in a foster 
home, a brother and sister 
s. New wig for child 
9. Help child to find situation in which he can excell 
10. Follow through home visits with interview to gain 
some knowledge of their meaning and value 
11. Help child to ~rove personal appearance 
12. Clear both children for adoption purposes 
13. A home to best meet the needs of the child 
14. Attempt to place children in same area 
15. Placement of child in rural home 
16. Continual efforts to place child 
17. Value of relll&ining in a lower age cottage in 
preference to being sent to another cottage for 
good reasons 
18. Work with child concerning feelings toward parents 
19. Possibility for vocational training for child 
20. Continue sibling ties 
21. Advisability of placing children 1n foster home 
22. Strength of siblings in relation to one another 
23. Intensive work with children at Children's Center 
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24. Consideration for foster home placement for 
children with view in mind that they are 
detrimental to children at institution 
25. Case work with children in accepting reality 
of family situation 
III. General Referrals 
1. Shifting of responsibility to proper agencies 
~ COIIIIIIWli ty 
2. Get church and court hearing on clearance for 
children to return home 
3. Attempt to locate father and secure his financial 
participation by referral to court 
4. Check divorce courts to see which parent was 
awarded custody 
5. Refer to Juvenile Court question of paternity of 
youngest two children 
s. Refer to court tor payment of board 
7. Refer to court for review of entire situation 
8. Collaboration of collateral interested agencies 
in situation 
9. Court order tor support by father or mother 
10. Exploration of school facilities to assist children 
11. Clear with employment bureau tor job opportunities 
12. Check Veterans Administration tor awards to parents 
IV. Medical Services 
1. Physical symptoms investigated before any 
placement to be done 
2. Med!eal evaluation tor child 
3. Follow closely medical program of children 
" 
------ -------- -_ _ --.:rl-::_.:::::_-, 
v. Psychometric and Psychiatric Services 
1. Recommendation of psychological and psychiatric 
services 
2. Psychological tests to determine apPropriate 
institution 
S. Psychological testing to determine adoptability 
poss1bil1 ties 
Approved: 
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